Seat Bolt Mount

Installation Guide
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Seat Bolt Mount Base
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Cases / Holders

1. MagConnect cases
2. aXtion rugged cases
3. Unite holders
For mounts used in vehicles, passengers in the vehicle should only use our mounting device or electronic devices when it is or fines issued due to improper mounting or use of its mounts.

Motor vehicle or is otherwise dangerous or reckless. The Joy Factory will not pay for damages incurred or for citations, tickets use of its mounts in any way which interferes with the ability of the driver to operate the motor vehicle, distracts the driver of the any way which is not allowed by law. The Joy Factory disclaims any liability and all warranties, whether express or implied, for use of its mounts in any way which interferes with the ability of the driver to operate the motor vehicle, distracts the driver of the motor vehicle or is otherwise dangerous or reckless. The Joy Factory will not pay for damages incurred or for citations, tickets or fines issued due to improper mounting or use of its mounts.

For mounts used in vehicles, passengers in the vehicle should only use our mounting device or electronic devices when it is

safe to do so and only where such use does not distract the operator of the vehicle or distract the operator’s ability to safely operate the vehicle.

With respect to The Joy Factory mounts designed to mount to a vehicle windshield via suction cup, it is critical to confirm whether such mounts are legal in your state and, if so, any limitations on use of suction cup attachments to windshields. Some states completely ban use of suction cup mounts to windshields, but only in certain locations on the windshield or in a manner which does not obstruct the driver’s vision or otherwise distract the driver of the motor vehicle.

With respect to The Joy Factory mounts designed to mount to a vehicle’s seats using bolts, you are encouraged to hire a professional to install that mount. Installation of bolt-mounted devices from The Joy Factory must be done pursuant to instructions from The Joy Factory and from the manufacturer of your vehicle. Improper installation of a mounted device bolted to your vehicle’s seat may lead to the mount and/or the vehicle’s seat or other parts of the vehicle, being incapable of operating as intended. Any and all damages to your vehicle, the mount or any electronic device due to improper installation, whether by you, a professional or any other third party, is not the responsibility of The Joy Factory and The Joy Factory disclaims any and all such warranties, whether express or implied, for improper installation or use of bolt mounted devices.

The Joy Factory will replace your Tablet mount if it has any manufacturing defects, free of charge, for one year from the date of purchase. If you believe the mount has a manufacturing defect, cease use immediately and contact The Joy Factory by email at support@thejoyfactory.com or by telephone at (949) 216-8888, Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Pacific Time. Unfortunately, The Joy Factory is not able to replace or pay for replacement of Tablets or any additional items which may be damaged from use of a mount from The Joy Factory, whether the mount has or does not have manufacturing defects.

If your mount is damaged for any reason, or is not functioning properly for any reason, immediately stop using it. The Joy Factory discloses all liability for lost or stolen mounts and any device used with said mount. If your mount is damaged for any reason, or is not functioning properly for any reason, immediately stop using it. The Joy Factory will replace your Tablet mount if it has any manufacturing defects, free of charge, for one year from the date of purchase. If you believe the mount has a manufacturing defect, cease use immediately and contact The Joy Factory by email at support@thejoyfactory.com or by telephone at (949) 216-8888, Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Pacific Time. Unfortunately, The Joy Factory is not able to replace or pay for replacement of Tablets or any additional items which may be damaged from use of a mount from The Joy Factory, whether the mount has or does not have manufacturing defects.

If your mount is damaged for any reason, or is not functioning properly for any reason, immediately stop using it. The Joy Factory discloses all liability for lost or stolen mounts and any device used with said mount.

Do not use your mount from The Joy Factory with any other Tablet case. Use of an additional case may create an insecure mounting of the device, may place unanticipated loads or stress on the mount and/or may weaken the mount and The Joy Factory discloses all liability from such use and will void any and all warranties, express or implied.

Any alteration to your mount, or any part thereof, will void any and all warranties and guarantees, whether express or implied, and The Joy Factory discloses any and all liability for damages arising from use of an altered mount.

For full warranty information please visit thejoyfactory.com/warranty-information.